
View of Annabeth Rosen's glazed ceramic
sculptures, 2006; at Fleischer Ollman.

palette. What's engaging
is all the roundedness-
whether wormlike,
knobby, vegetal or faint-
ly figurativ+-and the
sense of animation.
There is something of
late Guston, a sort of
offhand absurdity,
although her agglomer-
ation goes against his
spatial isolation. Most of
the sculptures are
raised on balls or small
pointed rod-feet, with
the notable exception of
a mass of snaky tubes
painted with black

shown here are among his largest
and most abstract to date. Each
is dominated by brilliantly colored
straight lines in a dynamic con-
figuration whose optical vibrations
and illusory depths evoke early
work by Frank Stella, Al Held and
the artists associated with Op Art.
Perry's linear patterns are formed
by the meticulous, complex layer-
ing of vinyl auto stripping tape laid
over blond wood suppofts and
covered with a slick coat of epoxy
resin-perhaps the most success-
ful use of poured resin since Fred
Tomaselli's. Perry's The Sleep of
Reason Breeds Monsters (2006),
which also serves as the title of
his exhibition, presents a hypnotic
array ol colored lines sweeping
out from the work's center; like the
Goya "Capriccio" that provided its
name, it evokes a near-hallucina-
tory experience. ln Everything
is Nothing (2006), a
pulsating, symmetri-
cal diamond pattern
reminiscent of Native
American weavings
is formed by brightly
colored metallic and
non-metallic vinyl auto
detailing strips. These
hybrid works unite dec-
oration and "high art'
abstraction, handcraft
and industrial design.

ln contrast to Perry's
straight rushing lines,
Mette Tommerup's
work features melting
forms and liquid pools
of color. Tommerup has
worked with digitally-
altered photographs
and other computer-
generated images for
over a decade, using
specialty inks and print-
ers to produce extraor-
dinarily rich colors and
surface effects. Entitled
'Tracks," her varied
exhibition addressed
the'"tracks of life";
the title also seems
appropriate to the rip-
pling trails left across
the pictures' sudaces
in the "Far Near Scrap
Series." This group
of small-scale works
(each measures either
8 by 8 or 12by 12
inches) originated with
printed images that
the artist found when
helping her grandfather
clean out the Copen-
hagen apartment
he had occupied for
64 years. A police-
man who was forced

into hiding during the war, he
afteruvard collected and traded
children's-book-type illustrations.
To the artist, these "scraps"
symbolize renewal and hope
for the future. Far Near Scrap
Storybook Boys and Girls
(2006)-"Far Nead' seems to
refer to the way in which the past
can remain ever-present-fea-
tures images of children printed
in paint-box colors on maple, the
grain of which is echoed in the
organic nature of the imagery.
The red, wheeled vehicles in Far
Near Scrap Automobiles (2006)
are set in color-filled bubbles
against a densely-inked black
metallic ground. As both the
wood and metal supports are a
few inches deep, the works have
a pronounced object-like quality
which, along with their evoca-
tions of childhood innocence and

always triumphs, brilliantly, as
the painter's wit induces even the
most difficult forms to join the pic-
torial drama. 

-Carter 
Ratcliff

PHILADELPHIA

Annabeth Rosen
at Fleischer Ollman
Quantity seems to be Annabeth
Rosen's central theme. lt's per-
haps her comment on the nature
of ceramics, which are so often
produced in large numbers even
by individual potters. Or perhaps
it was an innate attraction to
excess that drew her to ceram-
ics in the first place. A few years
ago she was exhibiting masses of
vertical cylindrical forms that she
squashed between heavy horizon-
tal slabs-as if shelving containing
hundreds of thick vases had col-
lapsed when the clay was still wet.

ln this show of new works,
the New York-born artist, who
holds the Robert Arneson chair
in ceramics at the University of
California, Davis, showed mostly
more or less globular forms
atop pedestals. But the sense of
proliferation was still dominant.
These untitled objects seem to
have grown into their multiplic-
ity like barnacles on a rock or to
have accreted like random stuff
caught in a lump of concrete.
Many feature one element that
is larger than the rest, usually on
top. One is funnel-like, another
suggests a balloon rising from the
ground and some look like bodily
organs (a stomach, for example).
A few resemble underwater mines
that bristle with spikes or knobs.

Some of these masses of both
hollow and near-solid things are a
beige-pink, and some feature pas-
sages of drippy greenish black or
splotches of ocher, but the overall
effect is dirty white. The charm of
this work does not rely upon its

stripes, cinched togeth-
er with an actual black wire, which
stands directly on a pedestal.

Rosen's drawings in ink plus
gouache or acrylic made a strik-
ing addition. Two examples took
over a wall with multisheet stud-
ies of the body-organ shape,
while six individual sheets-each
a mass of brushstrokes with
tubelike endings arising from a
blur-suggest Rosen's objects,
further animated. Here the motifs
somehow look more threateningly
medical. ln a small room were a
dozen diminutive drawings of the
tube-masses, more clearly out-
lined and sometimes on emotive
background colors such as peach
or red. This intimate scale man-
ages to be just as commanding
as the large size. The sculptures,
however, do not raise the issue of
scale; their power is in their half
familiar/half alien teeming life.

-Janet Koplos

MIAMI

Gavin Perry and
Mette Tommerup
at Fredric Snitzer
This pair of strongly contrast-
ing but oddly compatible solo
exhibitions brought together two
leading Miami artists who started
their careers elsewhere, Gavin
Perry in Philadelphia and Mette
Tommerup in Denmark. Perry's
visual ly dazzling large-scale
abstractions and Tommerup's
intimate, nostalgia-laden imag-
ist works both redefine painting
by operating in the interstices
between art and craft.

For the past several years,
Perry's witty two- and three-
dimensional work has referred to
the sensibility and implicit eroti-
cism of custom car culture with
brightly colored metallic auto
spray paint, shag carpets, faux fur
and decals. The recent "paintings"

Above, Gavin Perry: Ihe Sleep of Reason Breeds
Monsters, 2006, vinyl tape and resin on board, 80
by 64 inches; below, Mette Tommerup: Fat Neat
Scrap-King ol Denmark,2006, ink on metallic sheet
on board, I inches square; both at Fredric Snitzer.



their intimate scale, recalls the
assemblages of Joseph Cornell.

The sensuous, even volup-
tuous Frurt Still Life (2006), a
larger piece not in the "Scrap
Series," features a Victorian
maid, two large conch shells,
flowers and luscious fruit printed
in gemstone colors against an
inky black field. Larger still are
two multi-part collages on hand-
made Kinwashi paper that focus
even more directly on women's
experiences, one seemingly
addressing voyeurism, the other
avanitas. Made from a compen-
dium of late 19th-century etch-
ings, these more graphic works
perhaps signal a new, narrative
and Surrealist direction for Tom-
merup (a comparison with Ernst's
collage-novel La Femme 100
I6tes is inevitable). Like Perry,
Tommerup produces hybrid
works that unite the graphic with
the painterly and new technol-
ogy with craft-and beauty.

-Roni Feinstein

BOISE

Kevan Smith
at Stewart
ln the eight years since Boise
artist Kevan Smith jettisoned
his irreverent, computer-gener-
ated, Pop-influenced imagery
to take up the paintbrush and
palette knife he had earlier
abandoned, he has eliminated
narrative/f i g u rative ref erences
in favor of reductive formal-
ism and painterly abstraction.
An esthetically restless soul,
Smith pulled a Philip Guston-
like about-face in reverse, if you
will, working his way back to his
Abstract-Expressionist roots. At
midcareer Smith finds himself
once again exploring the formal
and technical issues that moved
him to paint in the first place.

Kevan Smith: Composition with
White Portal,2005, acrylic on Dibond,
11 inches square; at Stewart.

Janet Lippincott: Daybreak, l950s, oil on canvas, 40 by 60 inches;
at Karan Ruhlen.

and worked for over 50 years.
lncluded in this show were

three early figurative works
that keenly foreshadowed the
increasingly abstract styles
Lippincott would pursue. Ten-
sions between representation
and abstraction, for instance, are
manifest in The Unidentified, an
oll-on-board composition f rom
the late '40s. ln this work, three
elongated and heavily outlined
androgynous silhouettes in solid
red, blue and brown appear
against a scaffolding of tubular
lines. A variety of viewpoints,
resulting f rom foreshoftened
perspectives and the flat geomet-
ric shapes carved out by these
linear conf igurations, continu-
ously shift the focal emphasis
between the figures themselves
and the background's gestural
patternings of orange-yellows,
peachy browns and greens.

The resl of the show was made
up of small-scale expression-
ist abstractions, reminiscent of
Kandinsky's "l mprovisations,"
rendered in oils, watercolors and
ink. Many offer rhythmic orches-
trations of color planes, both vivid
and muted, overlaid with thickets
of brushstrokes that give rise to
dark biomorphic and geometric
forms. These are frequently
punctuated with graphic ele-
ments-suites of cursive loops,
speckles and zigzags. Other
compositions feature networks of
thin, fragile lines ihat demarcate
areas of open space as they
move across richly hued washes
of complementary and contrast-
ing colors. Often, Lippincott's
strongly lyrical works suggest
playful interactions between
sound and color, or imply both
stillness and movement while
conjuring elements from the
natural world. ln Daybreak (lale
'50s), an expanse of thickly
applied luminous white oil paint,
shadowed by wide fluid areas
of turquoise blue and green,
sweeps horizontally over a dark-
ish background. lts rugged undu-
lating edges and surrounding
areas are spontaneously high-
lighted with dabs and wedges of
cobalt, patches of emerald and
olive green and a solitary daub
of vermillion. Alternatively, this
mesmerizing work evokes the
span of a bird's wings against
a crepuscular sky, or visual
codings tor ajazz riff. lmbued
with life, these compositions
testify to the raw and dynamic
energy expressed throughout
Lippincott's ceaselessly evolving
oeuvre. -Sarah S. King

ln Smith's latest endeavors,
spatial and color relationships
remain his primary preoccupa-
tion, but acrylics mixed with gel
mediums have replaced the
smooth, hard-surface enamels
he initially favored. Painted on
an aluminum ground called
Dibond mounted on wood
blocks, these new pieces are
small in scale, ranging from
11 inches square to approxi-
mately 10 by 20 inches. Yet
they achieve a greater pres-
ence through their hefty sup-
ports, exuberant colors and the
palpable tension between his
dynamic technique and the con-
straints of the restricted size.

Titled "Compositions," these
solid, geometric abstractions
are juicy visual powerhouses.
Smith is making greater use of
his palette knife, building tactile
layers ol impasto, stretching
and blending pigment, creating
peaks and valleys or scraping
back to reveal underlayers of
color. Throughout, he contains
his bold planes of dissonant
color within a network of distinct
rectilinear forms pieced together
like masonry. The result is a
mobile consideration of surface
that strains against an immobile,
tightly orchestrated structu re.

Many ol these works feature
a high-keyed palette, often
enhanced with gloss varnishes.
Composition with Yellow Line
grabbed you from across the
room with its rich, violent con-
trasts of bright orange, dark blues
and yellow. Composition with
White Portal is another vibrant
piece, its rectangles and squares
crawling with flecks and short
brushstrokes of paint. ln the
midst of all this surface activ-
ity, a prominent red stroke zips
down, making an abrupt turn to
snare the central "portal." The
more complic aled Com position

with Blue Drops is a diptych
occupying a single panel. On
the left, percolating puddles of
less viscous paint are trapped
within thick-grained swaths
of dark pigment while getting
squeezed from the right by an
imposing, stucco-esque form.
Also wall-like is the matte-fin-
ished Composition with Green
Square, which has the weight
and rawness of painted brick.

More and more, Smith's
paintings cry out for a larger
Iormat. This contest beiween
f luidity and architectonics,
fueled by his vivid chromatic
imagination and formal ingenu-
ity, has outgrown the diminutive
scale. -Chris Schnoor

SANTA FE

Janet Lippincott
at Karan Ruhlen
This recent exhibition, titled "The
Early Years in New Mexico,"
presented a cross-section of
Janet Lippincott's work, includ-
ing her Cubist-inspired paint-
ings from the '40s-interiors,
cityscapes and figures-as
well as mixed-medium abstrac-
tions from the'50s and '60s.

Born in New York in 1918,
Lippincott studied at the Art
Students League. During World
War ll, she joined the Women's
Army Corps and was sent to
England as a member of General
Eisenhower's staff. ln 1949, she
returned to art-making, moving
to Taos, where she attended
Emil Bisttram's School of Tran-
scendental Painting, courtesy
of the G.l. Bill. shortly after, the
artist went to study at Colorado
Springs Fine Art Center and
later at the San Francisco Art
lnstitute before finally settling in
Santa Fe, where she has lived


